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Abstract 
This paper establishes a relation between the Clar covering polynomial of hexagonal systems 
and chromatic polynomials. As applications, the explicit expressions of chromatic polynomials 
of some types of graphs are derived. This paper also presents various results on Clar cover 
equivalence and uniqueness of hexagonal systems. 
1. Introduction 
A hexagonal system is a finite connected plane graph without cut vertices in which 
every interior face is bounded by a regular hexagon of side length 1. Since a hexagonal 
system with at least one perfect matching is the skeleton of a benzenoid hydrocarbon 
molecule, various topological properties of hexagonal systems were extensively treated 
by mathematicians and chemists. The interested reader may refer to recent published 
books [1, 6, 7]. In [13] we introduced the Clar covering polynomial of hexagonal 
systems, which can be used to calculate many important invariants uch as Clar number, 
the number of Kekul6 structures and first Herndon number, etc. An application to S,T- 
isomers has been formulated in [12]. In [14] we established a relation between the 
Clar covering polynomial and sextet polynomial of hexagonal systems, which is due 
to Hosoya et al. [8]. In the present paper we study further the relation between the 
Clar covering polynomial and chromatic polynomial. In a way similar to matching and 
chromatic polynomial, we define Clar cover equivalence and uniqueness of hexagonal 
systems and present some conclusions. 
2. Definitions and basic results 
Let us recall several basic concepts. A matchin9 of a graph G is a set of edges, no 
two edges of which share an end vertex. A matching of graph G is called a perfect 
matchin9 of G if it saturates all vertices of G. 
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Let G be a graph with n vertices. The simple matching polynomial of G is defined 
as 
Ln/2J 
M(G,x) = Z P(G'k)xn-k' 
k=O 
where p(G, k) denotes the number of matchings with k edges, x is an indeterminate 
or weight associated with every edge and vertex of G. 
Let H be a hexagonal system with perfect matchings. A Clar cover C of H is a span- 
ning subgraph of H, each component of which is either a hexagon or an edge. Let h(C) 
denote the number of hexagons of C. Set a(H)  = max{h(C): C is a Clar cover of H}, 
which is called the Clar number of H. The Clar covering polynomial of H is defined 
as 
o-(H) 
P(H, w) = Zcr(H, i)w i, 
i=0 
where a(H, i) denotes the number of Clar covers having precisely i hexagons, w is an 
indeterminate or weight associated with each hexagon of H. 
Let H be a hexagonal system with perfect matchings. Let S be a set of mutually 
disjoint hexagons of H (an empty set is allowed). We call S a sextet pattern of H if 
H-  V(S) is either empty or contains a perfect matching. Let r(H, i) denote the number 
of sextet patterns of H having precisely i hexagons. Then the sextet polynomial of H 
is defined as 
a(H) 
B(H,x) = Zr (H ,  i)x i, 
i=0 
where x is an indeterminate or weight associated with hexagons of H. 
Let H be a hexagonal system with a perfect matching M. Without loss of generality, 
assume that H is placed on the plane in such a way that an edge is vertical. If three 
edges of a hexagon belong to the M and are matched as shown in Fig. 1, we call the 
hexagon a proper sextet and an improper sextet with respect o M, respectively. 
Theorem 1 (Zhang and Zhang [14]). Let H be a hexagonal system with perfect 
matchings. Then the Clar covering polynomial P(H,w) of H can be expressed in 
Fig. 1. (a) A proper sextet. (b) An improper sextet. 
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the following form: 
a(H) a(H) 
P(H,w) = Za(H,  ilwi : Za(H, i ) (w+ 11 i, 
i=0 i=0 
where a(H, i) denotes the number of perfect matchings of H having precisely i proper 
sextets and a(H, O)= 1. 
Theorem 2 (Zhang and Zhang [14]). Let H be a hexagonal system with perfect 
matchings. Then a(H,i)>~r(H,i) for all O<<.i<~a(H). And all the equalities hold if 
and only if H contains no crown C of Fig. 2 as a subgraph such that H-V(C)  has 
a perfect matching. 
The chromatic polynomial of a graph G is the polynomial n(G; 2) which represents 
the number of ways of coloring the vertices of G with 2 colors such that adjacent 
vertices receive different colors. Here we will assume that n(G; 2) is expressed in the 
complete graph basis, i.e., 
n 
zc(G; 2) = Z e(G, k)(2)n-k, 
k=0 
where n is the number of vertices of G and c(G, k) the number of color partitions 
of the vertices of G into n - k nonempty distinguishable classes and (2)r = 2(2 - 1 ) 
(2 -  2) . - .  (2 -  r + 1). 
Theorem 3 (Farrell and Whitehead [3]). Let G be a graph. Then p(G,k) = c(G,k) 
for all k if and only if G is triangle-free, where G is the complement of G. 
A generalization of the above theorem can be found in [4]. 
3. Applications to chromatic polynomials of graphs 
A hexagonal system is called a hexagonal chain if each vertex lies on the boundary; 
and for each hexagon at most two hexagons hare its edges. The simplest hexag- 
onal chain is the so-called 'linear chain' as shown in Fig. 3. A hexagonal chain 
consists of n linear chains, which have rl,rz,...,rn hexagons, respectively, we thus 
denote it by Hl(rl,r2 . . . . .  rn) (Fig. 4). Obviously, ri>~2 for all i. For convenience, 
Fig. 2. A crown C. 
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Fig. 4. A hexagonal chain Hl(rj ..... r~). 
Viii1 
Fig. 5. A caterpillar TH(rl, r2 ..... rn) associated with a hexagonal chain Hl(rl,r2 ..... rn). 
we take Hl(r l , r2 . . . . .  rn, 1) = Hl(&,r2 . . . . .  r~) and Hl(rl,r2 . . . . .  rn,0) = Hl ( r l , r2  . . . . .  
rn - 1). We now construct a caterpillar TH(r l , . . . , r , )  [5] associated with a hexagonal 
chain Hl ( r l , . . . , rn )  (Fig. 5). Given a path P = vlv2...Vn, we add sets ~ of  vertices 
to P such that each vertex of  V/ connects vi for i = 1,2 . . . . .  n, where I vii = ri - 1 for 
i =1 and n, and IVil = ri -2  for all 2<~i<.n - 1. In particular, TH(rl) = TH(rl, 1). For 
simplicity, let HI(& . . . . .  r , )  = Hl(rn) and TH(rl . . . . .  r , )  = TH(r,) to avoid the danger 
n 
of  confusion. The number of  vertices o f  TH(r~) is ~i=lr i  -- n + 2. 
Theorem 4. a(H l ( r , ) ,k  ) = p(Tn(rn) ,k  ) = c(Tn(rn) ,k  ) for  all k = 0, 1,.. .  etc. 
Proof .  We use induction on n. It is evident that 
P(H l (&) ,w)=r l (W+l )+ l  and M(TH(&) ,x )=x  r '+ l+r lx  r'. 
Then 
a(H l ( r l ) ,O)  = p(TH(r l ) ,O) = 1 and a(H l ( r l ) ,  l )  = p(TH(&),  1) = rb  
By recurrence relation we have 
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M(Tn(rn),X) = (r, - 1)x-IM(TH(r,_I - 1),x) + xr'-lM(TH(rn_l),X). 
a(Hl(r.),k) = (r. - 1)a(Hl(r._l - 1 ) ,k -  1)+ a(Hl(r._l ),k) 
p(TH(rn),k) = (rn - 1)p(TH(rn-I- 1) ,k -  1)+ p(TH(rn-i),k). 
It can be shown readily by induction that a(Hl(r~),k) = p(TH(r,),k) for all k. The 
second part of the theorem follows by Theorem 3. [] 
Example 1. P(HI(3, 3, 4, 2), w) = 4(w + 1 )4 ..~ 18(W + 1 )3 + 23(W + 1 )2 4- 9(W + 1 ) + 1, 
by Theorem 4 we have M(TH(3, 3, 4, 2),x) = xl°(4x -4 q- 18x -3 + 23x -2 + 9x -l + 1 ) = 
4x 6 q- 18x 7 q -23x  8 + 9x 9 +x  10, then 
rc(TH(3, 3, 4, 2); 2) = 4().)6 q- 18(2)7 + 23(2)8 + 9(2)9 + (~-)10. 
Example 2. Let Pn denote a path of n vertices. The simple matching polynomial of 
P, and chromatic polynomial of P, read, respectively, as 
and 
Ln/2j 
M(Pn'x)= Z (n -k )  
k=0 
Lnl2J 
7r(Pn; 2 )= Z (n -k )  (2 )~-k 'k  
k=0 
n-2 
Let Zn-i denote a zigzag chain of n - 1 hexagons, i.e., Z,-1 = H1(2,2 .... ,2). It is 
n--2 
obvious that TH(2 . . . . .  2) ----P,. By Theorem 4, the Clar covering polynomial of Zn_l 
can be expressed in the following form 
Lnl2J 
P(Zn-"w)= Z (n -k )  (w+ 
k=0 
and the sextet polynomial of a zigzag chain reads 
L~/2J 
k=O 
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From [13], the following form of  recurrence relation can be easily obtained. 
Lemma 5. 
P(Ul(r~),w) = rn - i - - I  (w+l )+ l  P(Hl(rn_l),w) 
rn -1  
+-- r . - i  - 1 (w + 1)P(Hl(r._2),w) 
with initial conditions P(Hl(rl),w) = rl(w + 1) + 1 and P(Hl(r2),w) = (rl - 1) 
(r2 - 1 )(w ÷ 1 )2 ÷ (rl + r2 -- 1 )(w + 1) ÷ 1. 
As an immediate consequence, we have 
Theorem 6. The chromatic polynomial of TH(r,) has the followin9 recurrence relation 
with the product operation (2)s(2)t=(2)s+t : 
rn~_; ~ 1 (2)r,,--2 -F(2)r , , - - I  ~(TH(rn-1);2) 
rn--1 
÷ - - (2 ) r ,  +rz-37C( TH(rn-2 ); ,~) 
rn_ 1 -- 1 
with initial conditions ~(TH(rl); 2) = r l (2 ) r ,  ÷ (2 ) r ,+ l  and ~(TH(r2); 2) = @1 - 1) 
(r2 -- 1)(2)r,+r~-2+(rl + r2 -- 1)(2)r,+~2-1 +(2)r~+r 2. 
In particular, if  rl = r2 . . . . .  r n = m, Hl(rn) and the related caterpillar TH(rn) are 
denoted by W(m, n) and T(m, n), respectively. We easily obtain the explicit expression 
of chromatic polynomial of  T(m,n) with n ~<5 as follows. 
~z(T(m, 1 ); 2) = m()~)m ÷ (/~)m+l, 
7r(T(m, 2); 2) = (m - 1)2(2)2m_2 +(2m - 1)(2)2m-1 + (2)2m, 
rt(T(m, 3); 2) = (m 3-  4m 2 ÷5m -- 2) ( J . )3m_ 4 + 3(m - 1)2(2)3m_3 
+ (3m - 2 ) (2 )3m_ 2 ÷ (2)3m_1,  
7t(T(m,4); 2) = (m 4 - 6m 3 + 13m 2 - 12m + 4) (2)4m_ 6 
+ (4m 3 - 15m 2 + 18m - 7 ) (2 )4m-5  + 6(m -- 1 )2(2)4m_ 4 
+ (4m - 3)(2)4m-3 + (2)4m-2, 
~z(T(m, 5); 2) = (m 5 - 8m 4 ÷ 25m 3 - 38m 2 ÷ 28m - 8)(2)5m-8 
÷ (5m 4 -- 28m 3 + 57m 2 - 50m + 16)(2)5m-7 
+(10m 3 -- 26m 2 + 42m -- 16)(2)5m-6 + 10(m -- 1)2(2)5m_5 
+ (5m -- 4)(2)5m-4 + (2 )5m-3 .  
From known results on the Clar covering polynomial of  W(m, n), in general, we can 
deduce the explicit expression for the chromatic polynomial of T(m, n), which is stated 
in the following 
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Theorem 7. 
n(T(m, n); 2) 
=(m-+-(J.)s) Z Z kl +k2 (m_2)i(2)(m_l)n+l_i_ & 
kl+2k2=n-I  i=0 kl 
) "+'+'(1"+'+'(2)1) Z Z ks + k2 (m - 2)i(2)(m_l)n+l-i-k: 
kl+2k2=n--2 i=0 ks 
under an operation (2)s(2)t=(•)s+t for all n>>.3 and m>~2. 
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4. Ciar cover equivalence and uniqueness of hexagonal systems 
Let Hi and //2 be two hexagonal systems. Hs and /-/2 are said to be Clar cover 
equivalent if P(HI, w) = P(H2, w). We call a hexagonal system H Clar cover unique 
if P(H,w)=P(Ht, w) implies that H is isomorphic to H'. In this section we will in- 
vestigate Clar cover equivalence and uniqueness of hexagonal systems. It needs further 
terminology. 
Let H be a hexagonal system with a perfect matching. An edge of H is called 
a fixed sinole bond if it belongs to none of the perfect matchings of H; and a fixed 
double bond if it belongs to all perfect matchings of H. H is said to be normal 
if it has no fixed single bonds and abnormal (or essentially disconnected) otherwise. 
It turns out that r(H, 1 ) is the number of hexagons of H for a normal hexagonal system 
H [9]. Let H be an abnormal hexagonal system. Deleting all fixed single bonds, and 
all fixed double bonds together with their end vertices, we get a number of so called 
'normal components'. It is proved that each normal component is a normal hexagonal 
system, H has at least two normal components and if H has a hexagon as its normal 
component, hen H has at least three normal components [15]. The following result is 
evident. 
Theorem 8. Let H be an abnormal hexagonal system and let H1, H2 . . . . .  Hm be all 
its normal components. Then 
m 
P(H, w) = I-I P(Hi, w) 
i=1 
Theorem 9. A crown C of Fi9. 2 & Clar cover unique. 
Proof. It easily follows that P(C,w)=2w 3 + 15w 2 + 32w + 20 =2(w + 1) 3 + 9(w + 
1 )2 + 8(w + 1 ) + 1 = (w + 2)(2w 2 + 1 lw + 10). If P(H, w) =P(C, w), we claim that H 
is normal. Otherwise, because only a hexagon is of Clar covering polynomial w + 2 
and 2w 2 + 1 lw + 10 is irreducible on the integer polynomial ring Z[w], by Theorem 8, 
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H has exactly two normal components. On the other hand, H has at least three normal 
components, because of a hexagon as a normal component of H, a contradiction. Hence 
r(H, 1) is the number of hexagons of H, By Theorem 2, 8 >~r(H, 1)/> 7. If r(H, 1)= 
7 < a(H, 1) = 8, H contains a crown as its subgraph. Thus H ~ C. For the other case, 
from t r (H ,0)=K=20 and [1, pp. 327] we know that a (H)=2,  which contradicts that 
a (H)=3.  The proof is complete. [] 
Lemma 10 (Zhang et al. [10] and Zhang and Guo [1t]). Let H be a hexagonal sys- 
tem. Then tr(H)= 1 /f and only if H is a linear chain. 
Accordingly, we have 
Theorem 11. A linear chain & Clar cover unique. 
By a similar argument, we have found all the Clar cover unique hexagonal systems 
with Clar number 2 ~> and up to 5 hexagons, which are shown in Fig. 6. 
Let A and B be two hexagonal systems which contain peripheral edges xy and 
x'y', respectively (see Fig. 7). Identifying an edge xy of A and x'y' of B, we get 
two hexagonal systems and denote them by A : B and (A : B)*, which are called an 
isoarithmic pair in [1]. 
Theorem 12. Let A and B be two hexagonal systems with perfect matchings. Then 
A :B and (A :B)* are Clar cover equivalent. 
Fig. 6. 
A: B ( A: B)* 
Fig. 7. 
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Proof. By Theorem 7 of [13], we have 
P(A : B ,w)  = P(A ,w)P(B  - x' - y ' ,w)  + P(A - x - y ,w)P(B ,w)  
- P(A - x - y ,w)P(B  - x' - y ' ,w)=P( (A  : B)*,w). 
As an immediate consequence, we have 
[] 
Theorem 13. Hexagonal chains Hl(rl, r2 . . . . .  rn) with n >t 3 are not Clar cover unique. 
For Hl(rl,r2), the situation seems to be of variety. For example, H1(2,2) is Clar 
cover unique, but Hl(4, 5) is not. Obviously Hl(4, 5) and the hexagonal system shown 
in Fig. 8 have the same Clar covering polynomial 12(w + 1) 2 + 8(w + 1) + 1, while 
they are not isomorphic. Besides, H1(5,6) and H1(7,2,3) are Clar cover equivalent. 
In the latter part of this section we will characterize all Clar cover unique Hl(rl, r2). 
It needs the classification of hexagonal systems with Clar number 2, which is described 
below. But its proof is more complicated. We omit the details here. 
Lemma 14. Let H be a hexagonal system with tr(H) = 2. Then H must be one 
o f  four types o f  hexagonal systems hown in Fig. 9 (Type I consists o f  abnormal 




The Clar covering polynomials of the four types of hexagonal system are expressed 
P ( I ,w)=st (w+l )  2+(s+t ) (w+l )+ l  (s,t~>2), 
P(II, w)=(r l -1 ) ( r2 -1 ) (w+l )Z+(r l+r2 -1) (w+l )+ l  
P(III, w)=(mn-1) (w+ l)2 +(m+n)(w+ l )+  l (m,n ~>2), 
(rl,r2 >~2), 
P(IV, w) = {(q) + pz + pq + zq}(w + 1) z + (p + z + 2q)(w + 1) + 1 
(p,z>~O, q>~l, p+q>.2  and z+q>~2). 
( 
Fig. 8. A hexagonal system with fixed double bonds. 







Fig. 9. The classification of hexagonal systems with Clar number 2. 
Let Z + denote the set of positive integers. Set 
Ql={{u,v}: u=(uo +vo)/2 and v=(uo-  vo)/2EZ +, 
where uo=s + t -  1, Vo= x/(s + t -  1) 2 -4s t  and s, tEZ+\{1}}. 
Q2={{u,v}: u=(uo +vo)/2 and v=(uo-  Vo)/2EZ +, 
where uo=m + n - 1, Vo=x/(m + n - 1) 2 - 4(ran- 1) and m, nEZ+\{1}. 
O3={{u,v}: u=(uo+vo)/2 and v=(uo-vo) /2EZ +, 
whereuo=p+r+2q-1  and Vo=~/(p+r+2q-1)2 -a{(q)+ pz+zq+ Pq}, 
p, zEZ + U {0}, qEZ + and p +q,q + zEZ+\{1}}. 
Theorem 15. Hl(rl,r2) is Clar cover unique if and only if {rl - l ,r2-1} ~ Ql UQ2UQ3. 
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